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Triple-resonance two-dimensional H5(C5C4N)H experiments
re described that provide through-bond H5 to imino/amino con-
ectivities in uridines and cytidines in 13C, 15N-labeled RNAs. The
xperiments employ selective INEPT steps for transferring mag-
etization from the H5 hydrogens through the intervening C5, C4,
nd N3/N4 nuclei to the imino/amino hydrogens. The improved
ensitivity of these experiments for assignments in a large 43-
ucleotide RNA is demonstrated. © 1999 Academic Press

Key Words: RNA; heteronuclear NMR; assignment; isotope la-
el; pyrimidine.

INTRODUCTION

Sequence-specific resonance assignment is the critica
tep in the elucidation of biomolecular structures via N
pectroscopy. Thus, in the case of isotope-labeled RN
ariety of double- and triple-resonance experiments have
roposed to identify individual sugar and base spin system

ink ribose anomeric hydrogens to the base H6/H8 hydrog
nd to achieve sequential resonance assignments of all n
hangeable hydrogens (1, 2). The assignment of the exchan
ble hydrogens is normally done independently of the as
ent of the base and sugar hydrogens by the use of im

mino/imino-amino sequential or intrabasepair nuc
verhauser effects (NOEs) (3). In nonhelical regions such
ulges and loops this approach is no longer reliable s
OEs may arise from nonsequential spatial proximity.
ently novel triple resonance pulse sequences have bee
eloped to provide through bond connectivities between
onexchangeable and exchangeable hydrogens of a

hereby extending the sequential assignments of the n
hangeable hydrogens to the imino/amino hydrogens (4–8).
For linking of aromatic to imino/amino hydrogens in pyri

dine bases, different schemes have been proposed by Si
t al. (4) and Sklenaret al. (5). The method of Simorreet al.
chieves this correlation starting from the imino/amino hy
ens of uridines and cytidines and by making use of the

arge one-bond scalar couplingsJC4C5, JC5C6 and the smalle
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ne-bond couplingJN3C4/JN4C4, whereas the latter approa
mploys three smaller one-bond CN-heteronuclear coup

or linking uridine H6 to the imino hydrogens. In experime
ith a RNA molecule of 43 nucleotides, we had difficu

ecording good correlation intensities with either of these
eriments, probably as a consequence of adverseT2 relaxation

n a molecule of this size. To facilitate such correlations
arger RNA molecules, we propose here two new optim
ulse schemes for the use of a shorter coherence tra
athway which correlates the H5 protons to the imino/am
rotons of the pyrimidine bases. The efficiency of these ex

ments is demonstrated by presentation of spectral dat
orded with a doubly labeled 43-nucleotide RNA derived f
scherichia coli5S rRNA.

DESCRIPTION OF PULSE SEQUENCES

The magnetization transfer pathways involved in our
roach are shown in Fig. 1 and the corresponding puls
uences for achieving the chemical shift correlations in
ines and cytidines are shown in Figs. 2A and 2B. Since th1H
hemical shift of pyrimidine H5 hydrogens is normally clos
he water resonance, their chemical shifts are measured
ndirect dimension. The overall spectral width covered by
5 hydrogens is limited and good spectral resolution

herefore be obtained with a limited number oft 1 increments
tarting from the H5 hydrogens, the magnetization is rela

hrough a series of INEPT transfer steps (9) to the imino/amino
ydrogens. The H5 transverse magnetization created wit
rst 90° hydrogen pulse is frequency labeled during the
ution periodt 1 and subsequently transferred to the attache
ucleus. The antiphase C5 carbon magnetization (C5XHZ)
volves during period 2t due to the C5–C4 scalar coupli
hile simultaneously becoming in phase with respect to
ttached hydrogen (C5XC4Z). To minimize the leakage of th
5 magnetization to the unwanted pathway involving the
arbon, the C5–C4 magnetization transfer employs band s
ive 180° pulses. The selective 180° pulse applied on the
osine modulated to minimize C5 resonance phase shifts10)
ue to the Bloch–Siegert effect. At point b in the sequence
4 magnetization is antiphase with respect to the C5 ca

25.
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431CORRELATION OF H5 AND EXCHANGEABLE HYDROGENS IN PYRIMIDINES
C4XC5Z). The C4 antiphase magnetization is then refocu
ith respect to the C5–C4 coupling and simultaneo
volves for a period of 2D to generate the C4XN3Z/C4XN4Z

ntiphase magnetizations in the case of uridines and cytid
espectively. The phase shifts in the C4 resonances caus
he 180° pulse on C5 due to the Bloch–Siegert effect is c
ensated by a second 180° pulse on C5 at the end of the
D. In the case of the cytidine optimized sequence (Fig.
selective 180° pulse on N4 is used to avoid the unwa

ransfer of magnetization through the C4–N3 scalar intera
o the N3 spins. At point c in the sequence the15N magneti-
ation is antiphase with respect to the C4 carbon (N3XC4Z/
4XC4Z). During the next interval 2D this magnetization i

efocused with respect to the C4–N3/C4–N4 coupling
llowed to evolve due to the N3–H3/N4–H4 coupling so a

ead to the formation of N3XH3Z/N4XH4Z at point d. To take
nto account the different number of15N attached hydrogens
he case of uridines and cytidines, the time for the evolu
ue to the N–H scalar coupling is set to different duration

he two cases. In the case of the uridine optimized sequen
elective 180° pulse on C4 is used to avoid leakage of
etization through the unwanted N3–C2 pathway. The

iphase H3XN3Z/H4XN4Z magnetization obtained at point e
onverted into an observable, in-phase hydrogen magnetiz
y the last refocusing step. To achieve water suppressio
ATERGATE technique (11) is employed during this la

tep. Since the dispersion of the hydrogen chemical shi
he regions of the H5 and imino/amino resonances ma

FIG. 1. Uridine (top) and cytidine (bottom) coherence transfer pathw
mployed for chemical shift correlation of the exchangeable and nonexch
ble hydrogens in the triple resonance 2D H5(C5C4N)H experiments
–N and C–C coupling constants (23) used in the different coherence trans
athways are indicated.
imited, especially in the case of the cytidines, theD
5(C5C4N)H experiment could be extended into a
5(C5C4)NH experiment by converting the second delayD
d
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es,
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FIG. 2. Pulse sequences for the chemical shift correlation of (A) the im
nd H5 hydrogens in uridine and (B) the amino and H5 hydrogens in cy

n the H5(C5C4N)H experiments. Filled and open rectangles indicate 90
80° pulses, respectively. The power levels of the rectangular 90° and
ulses applied on C4 are adjusted so as to minimize the excitation of t
uclei and vice versa (i.e., a 2.5-kHz RF field for 150.9-MHz13C frequency)
he hydrogen carrier is kept at the water frequency. The13C5, 13C4, and15N
arriers are set to 105, 169, and 160 ppm in (A) and to 99, 168, and 10
n (B), respectively. The selective 180° pulse S1 on C5 is an 814-ms RE-BURP
ulse (24) with an excitation bandwidth of 6.0 kHz. The selective 180° pu
2 and S3 on C4 are I-BURP-2 pulses (24) with a duration of 1550ms and an
xcitation bandwith of 3.0 kHz. Additionally, the S2 pulse is cosine modu

or minimizing Bloch–Siegert effects on C5 (10). In (B) a 1200-ms RE-BURP
24) 180° pulse (S4) with an excitation bandwidth of 4000 Hz is use
chieve a selective transfer of magnetization from C4 to N4. The tra
elays employed wered 5 1.25 ms,t 5 3.4 ms,D 5 10 ms, andk 5 2.5 ms.
he WATERGATE technique (11) is applied during the15N–1H INEPT step
sing typically 1500-ms selective 90° pulses flanking the nonselective 1
ulse. G1 to G3 denote thez-axis pulsed-field gradients employed. Unl
therwise specified, the pulses have phase5 x. The phase cycle isf 5 8p(x),
p(2x); x 5 y,2y; z 5 16p(y), 16p(2y); c 5 y, y, 2y, 2y; n 5 4p(x),
p(2x); receiver5 2p(x, 2x, 2x, x), 4p (2x, x, x, 2x), 2p (x, 2x, 2x, x).
n addition, the phasef was incremented according to the hypercom
ethod (25) to obtain quadrature detection int .
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nto a constant-time (12) evolution period for N3/N4 chemic
hift labeling.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 3B and 3C illustrate the chemical shift correlat
chieved with the sequences for the uridines and cytidin

he uniformly 13C, 15N-labeled 43-nucleotide RNA shown
ig. 3A. The sample was prepared byin vitro transcription with
7 RNA polymerase (13) and a linearized plasmid templa
sing uniformly 13C, 15N-labeled nucleotides essentially
escribed previously (14–16). The NMR sample contained 0
M RNA, 60 mM KCl, 5 mM potassium phosphate buff

FIG. 3. (A) Secondary structure of the 43-nucleotide DE domain o
RNA of E. coli. (B) Two-dimensional H5(C5C4N)H spectrum showing
ross-peaks between the uridine imino and uridine H5 resonances w
ssignments indicated. The spectrum was acquired with 64p 1024 complex
oints int 1 andt 2, respectively, spectral widths of 2000 Hz in F1 and 13,
z in F2, 64 scans pert 1 increment, and a relaxation delay of 2 s.
wo-dimensional H5(C5C4N)H spectrum showing the cross-peaks be

he cytidine amino and cytidine H5 resonances with the assignments ind
esonances belonging to the same amino group are connected by a dot
he spectrum was acquired with 64p 1024 complex points int 1 and t 2,

espectively, spectral widths of 2000 Hz in F1 and 13,000 Hz in F2, 256
er t 1 increment, and a relaxation delay of 2 s. The experiments were

ormed on a 0.8 mM uniformly13C,15N-labeled RNA sample at 25°C on
arian UnityINOVA 600 MHz spectrometer.
s
in

nd 6 mM CaCl2 at pH 6.0 in a volume of 600ml. The lengths
f the transfer delayst andD were optimized experimental

or this molecule tot 5 3.4 andD 5 10 ms. These value
epresented the best compromise between the optimal th
cal value of 1/4J and the minimization of relaxation loss
wo of the eight uridines (U87, U89) are located in the ap

oop of the molecule and their imino hydrogens are not
ervable even at low temperatures, presumably as a c
uence of rapid exchange with solvent water. The imino
rogen resonance of U74 is broadened by fast exchange

he solvent at 10°C and not observable at higher tempera
17). In the 2D H5(C5C4N)H spectrum optimized for uridi
nd acquired in 5 h, correlations are observed between

he remaining five uridine H5 and imino resonances. Sinc
ignals of the cytidine amino hydrogens are broadene
otational exchange and each cytidine H5 hydrogen is
ected to two amino hydrogens the experiment optimize
ytidine required 20 h of measurement time. Correlations c
e obtained for 9 of 11 cytidines. The amino hydrogens o

erminal C109 as well as C88 located in the apical loop a
ast exchange with the solvent and therefore not observ
ue to the helical nature of the molecule used in this s

17, 18), the sequential imino/amino assignments for urid
nd cytidines could be unambigiously confirmed from ei

1H–1H NOESY or1H–1H–15N NOESY-HSQC spectra. The1H
hemical shifts for the H5 hydrogens obtained in the
xperiments were adequate to assign the corresponding s

n the 1H–13C HSQC spectrum, even in cases where cyti
nd uridine H5 hydrogens had very similar chemical s
U80 and C93, U82 and C71, respectively) due to the diffe
esonance frequencies of the C5 (in contrast to the C6) ca
f cytidine and uridine. In this context it should be noted

he chemical shift dispersion in the H5 region is as good as
bserved for the H6 region and the linking of H5 to
esonances is easily obtained separately by one of severa
ensitive methods such as HCCH-COSY and NOESY.
The H5(C5C4N)H experiments are an efficient and sens

pproach to obtaining links between exchangeable and n
hangeable pyrimidine base hydrogens in larger RNA
NA–protein complexes. The efficiency of the above exp
ents does depend on the performance of the band sel
ulses employed to avoid the leakage of magnetization thr

he unwanted C5–C6, N3–C2 (uridines), and C4–N3 (
ines) scalar interactions since the chemical shift separa
etween C4/C2 and C4/C6 are only 15 and 20 ppm, res

ively. However, at 600 MHz the desired selective cohere
ransfers could be readily achieved. In principle, selective
ransfers are also possible by a heteronuclear C–N TO
ixing scheme (19–21) as in (4, 5), but the use of selectiv

NEPT transfer steps allows the concatenation of diffe
efocusing and defocusing periods, thereby leading to a fu
eduction of the net transfer time. The heteronuclear TO
ixing also requires the application of long, high power

rradiation [;90 ms, 1.9 kHz in (4)] on the15N channel, which

the
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ay exceed the safe power limits of commercially avail
robes (e.g., 100 ms, 1 kHz in our HCN and HCNP prob
urthermore, compared with the heteronuclear TOCSY b
oherence transfer schemes, where the need for complet
ycles (or half-cycles) of the mixing sequences has to be t
nto account, the INEPT approach allows for ready optim
ion of the transfer delays with respect toT2 relaxation. In the
resent experiments, the use of a coherence transfer pa
equiring fewer transfer steps, i.e., removal of the C5
ransfer step, the concatenation of the INEPT steps and
ization of the INEPT delays to take into accountT2 relax-
tion allowed us to shorten the total fixed delays to;55 ms.
his reduction plus the use of selective pathways proved
isive in being able to record good correlations to the urid
ytidine exchangeable imino/amino hydrogens for the pre
NA molecule of 43 nucleotides.
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